Easter 2022 - Selah Creativity Series
From the Eata liturgy: Lord, I am here, pausing in the middle of the work that is yet to do.
This is a series of creative meditation exercises re ecting upon the experience ‘Selah’, of Pause in our daily lives. Selah appears in the psalms and whilst its meaning is something of an
enigma it holds a sense of pause, of stepping back from our activity so that we might meet with God. We will take inspiration from Lynda Owen-Hussey’s series of paintings, which
have become a Visio Divina for her. She offers these as an invitation to create our own Visio Divina - a window into God and into our lives.

Approach these with a prayerful, yet playful heart. There is NO right nor wrong way to create. Give yourself permission to experiment, to carry on with the process with courage to
embrace the parts which haven’t come out as you expected. It is in the process where we learn. Participation with our Creator God is the goal.

Each Part will have an invitation to ‘Open a Space’ in your day, inviting God to help you move from your head to your heart through your hands.; to ‘Gather your materials’;
‘Instructions’ for the exercise; and ‘Re ection Questions’ to help consolidate what you are learning.

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Part 4: Holy Saturday: The Pause

The third step in creating your own Pause Button is to complete The Pause symbol itself, and consider the re ection questions.
Open a space: With the phrase from the Eata liturgy in mind, ‘Lord, I am here, pausing in the middle of the work that is yet to do’ we ask God to show us
the things which cause us to stop and pause. These could be a melody, a glimpse of beauty, the sound of a bell (or alarm on our phone), the sight of a
loved one. These could also be a news headline or photograph of tragedy or injustice, the story of another’s pain, the death of a dear one. On this

Holy Saturday, this day of sabbath, grief and waiting for Jesus’ disciples, what circumstances are we pausing in? These two lines are ones which call us
back to the present moment in which we are asked again, ‘Who is it that you seek?’

Gather materials: Possibilities include Pencils. Paints. Scissors. Glue. Materials for collage: eg magazines/newspapers etc.
Instructions: Complete the Pause Symbol:

With the materials you have found, add images, motifs, colours, words, collage pieces to this Pause rectangles that now represent this moment, with its
invitation to Pause.

Re ection Questions:

As you embellish these symbols and complete your Pause Button, return to these words of Alan P. Tory (meditation for Day 2 in CDP1):
There is a contemplative in all of us,
almost strangled but still alive,

who craves quiet enjoyment of the Now,
and longs to touch the seamless
garment of silence

which makes whole.
Lynda Owen-Hussey says, ‘Pausing is also about the Monastic Rhythm, our return to God

- in particular, midday prayer: coming back to God and reminding ourselves to come back to our centre, to Christ and peace and rest. These deep
processes are also about embodying kindness

to ourselves, ‘Lest we try and pour from an empty cup.’
Re ect on how ‘whole’ you are. Take a walk, move through this day, and see where you can touch the hem of Jesus’ garment that you might be made
whole. See Matthew 9:20-22. Journal your thoughts and prayer.

